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26. **Is your crew size on target?**
Having the right crew size is your way of using productivity to fight against labor and cost increases
*By George Witterschein*

**labor crunch**

32. **Eliminating ‘team busters’**
Get rid of ‘team busters’ before they bring your whole crew down
*By Bill Hoopes*

**irrigation center**

40. **Green Space: Greg Mitchell**
LM talks with this irrigation repair technician about water conservation, customer relations and more
*By Jason Stahl/Managing Editor*
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45. **Smooth running**
Three seasoned landscape contractors talk about how they use equipment maintenance products to keep their operations running smoothly

48. **New equipment maintenance products for 2001**
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Shelter Gardens of Shelter Insurance, Columbia, MO
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Who, what and when
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They don't know you
By Sue Gibson
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Welcome to our wild and wacky world

16. My Way
Learn to communicate
By George Van Haasteren

18. Industry Almanac
H-2B, salt-tolerant perennials, vandalism laws, fire ants
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50. Heads-up application
It's usually your fault when a herbicide fails. A better understanding of herbicides and weeds will help you

64. Jobtalk
Ways lawn care professionals can increase customers' satisfaction

68. LM Reports: Less is more
Zero-turn mowers
By Curt Harler/Contributing Editor

80. Ask the Expert
Spruce care, Dursban alternatives, Dimension vs. Dimension Ultra
By Bal Rao, Ph.D.
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Edging, pavers and repair compounds
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